Changing the Paradigm
Strong security, stable finance and delivering on a sound strategy, especially during economically
challenging times, are the principal pillars every successful business is built upon.
Identifying and protecting your business and environment from security threats, building in efficiency
& flexibility where it is needed. Developing sound strategies that may positively change the paradigm
for the positive.
We deliver cutting edge and innovative solutions, each implemented by our industry leading experts;
all designed to protect your business, your data, your revenue. Our solutions improve your overall
efficiency; they give the financial flexibility needed to expand, when others contract.
We work to the highest ethical standards. We are experts on security biased fintech solutions and
work extensively with renewables. We have huge experience, a “rock star” board, and are keen to
make a difference, bringing value and compassion to the world.

What makes us different?
Where others get hung up on the minutiae that have no measurable impact on your management,
finances or revenue security, we focus on the quantifiable, so you can expect calculable results, and
effective solutions. Our process of Analysis is direct and simple.
We look at the problems in your security, and your finances and source a strategic strategy to deliver
the end-game, provide a path that addresses all these issues, and enabling your company to take on
the next challenge of growth.
By securing your revenue stream and data from external threats we help you build your structures,
enabling the financing you need for growth.
We have a team of exceptional quality. Our experience of Artificial Intelligence, security architecture,
audit, banking, blockchain, cyber security, Digital Ledger Technology and other skillsets is unique in
the ecosystem and gives us a competitive advantage.

The Process
1. A clear structure enables the easiest cooperation.
2. You reach out to us with the project you want to realise.
3. We have an initial assessment meeting between your leadership team and our experts. We
identify the exact issues that need addressing and the objectives.
4. We come back to you with a clear path leading to the desired outcome.
5. We agree terms.
6. The solutions are implemented, and the financing process is initiated, with either an optimised
strategy or added expertise on your expansion team.

